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While audience analysislis an important concept to be
taught in any beginning speech class, seldom( are students urged to
view their classmates as an authentic audience and to consider their
needs and interests in speech planning. The Dyadic Interview. Activity,
is onebthat'can help students apply the principles of"audience
analysis it planning their classroom speeches.) The Dyaclic Interview
Activity is used during the first or second class meeting of the
semester. This getting acquainted activity involves the'students in
pairing-up and_gathering information about one atiCither. Additional

information such as hobbies,*goals,-interests; group memberships, and
concerns aboit'current events is generated in the interviews. The
structure of the introduction speech is then discussed, and students
outline a short speeCh about their partners. Students then stand
before the class and 'introduce their partners via their speech. TI*e

. remaining students take notes on the characteristics of each of the
studentsas they-are introduced, and the resulting lest becomes the
basis Ioi viewing the class,as,an authentic audience. As a written
follow-up assignment, 'students are asked to write down kive topics
that the class would be interested in based on the-data from the
introductions. (A sample w.iitten assignment resulting from the dyadic
activity is appended). (NTH)
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Viewing the9Speech Class as an Authentic Audience:
An Activity and Assignmpnt for Beginning Students t

I

by

Joe Ortiz, In rector of Communiatibn
Eastern New MexiCo University-Clovis

.Abstract

This paper outlines An activity and assignment to assist
studqlts in choosing realistic. speech topics., Beginning speech
students are not .always comfortable with the process of ,choosing
a tops.'. This occurs priMarily because the students may not 'be.
familiar with their classmates,, And thus,. their interest.
Through the activity and assignment suggested, students should:
(1) bee me better acquainted with their classmates, and (2)
consequently gain an' insight to topics that may be ofPctntervst
to the Hails. .The appendix Nntains a student's paper that
resulted from the written assignment.
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Viewing the Speech Class as an Authentic Audience;
An Activity and Assignment fot Beginning StudeAts

.

.

Deciding what topic to speak
/
on.prOvides a real dilemma for beginning

speech students. me question, "Whet topic should I speak en ? "- is one, that

stems from the fact that many student's are not familiar with. their classmates.

While ludence analysis is an important'concept to be taught"in any beginning.

speech,classseldom are the students used, to view, their classmates, as an'

authentis4:ldienceand to consider their needs -tend interest in speech
N4

planning. As Lucasj1983) contends,

A.4

There is a tendency--among Otudents and teachers alikq--to view
.Ehe classroom as an artificialspeakAng situation. . .*The best
classroom speeches are those that take the classroom audience
as seriously a4 a lawyer, a politician, a minister, or an
.advertiser takes an audience. (p.66)

Beginning speech students should not only learn the principles of-audience

analysis, but they ghould be 'appilyigg the principles in Planning for their
4

classrooM speeches (Holloway, 1984). Outlined in this paper isgati'activity

and'assignment that I have used to help students 4n realizing the

importance of audience analygs in planning their, classroom speeches. Ti

dyition, the activity to be cited also serves as a good icebreaker and

first speaking experience for the students.

Activity

4

1. The Dyadit, Interview Activity is used on the litst.or secone0ass

I

4
meeting of the semester. This popular getting - acquainted activity

involves the students in pairing-bp and gathering information about

one another.. The information, is more than name, rank, and serial

number .in nature, Additional information such as hobbies, goals,

interests, group memberships, and concerns abol.t current events is

also generated in the.interviews,,:Still further, T.ask them to

. V 4
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find out 'something unique about their partners. This fit-St stage
( 4 1.''

.

serves an icebrtakrng function for ,the initial class .meeting(s)4,

2. After the infortIttion-gathering stage is complete, I briefly. discuss

the structure of a speech to'introdue, and have the stucjents

outline a short speech about their partners, encouraging them to

use any unique infIrption gathered as an attention-getting device.

Mien all students have outlined a'brief speech (17-2' minutes in

length), they proceedto stand tlefore the class and introduce their

partners via the speech: TF s second part of the activity serves.

as a first: speaking. experience to begin a clinatirig the students

to speaking before a. group.

3. As a student is being introduced by-his/hdr partner,,the remainder

f the class should be taking motes on *ho the'student is'. Specifically,

I tell them to note the student's marital status, hobbies, interests,

group memberships, concerns about current events, etc. After all of

the students have been introduced _by their partners, the 'claSs should

have compiled a list of various characteristics that represent.

who their classmates are. This list is the basis for coming to,view

the class as an Authentic .audiebce.

Written Assignment 4

During,' the unit on audience .attalysis the students do an. assignulen-
-

baseW.on the list of their classmates' marital status, hobbies,-intetests,

group Membership's, concerns kb.out current events, etc, Us4ing the list,

the'students are asked to write down.fiVe topics that the class would

be interested in based on inference;, drawn frit the data ctllson and
1,

Pearson, 1984). For example,a student ma)i recognize that the,class

S.,
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may be interested in a speech on note-taking skills since a

majority of them are first semester freshmen; Still another may

infer that parental.issues may be of interest if the cIaSs.consist

of many parents.yltimately, the student should produce five, topics,

that the-data suggest would be of interest to the cass, and explain

'why .s/he believes, the topics would be of interest. The appendix

contains a student's paper that'resulted from this assignment.

Essentially; the go.41 of the assignment is to have students co t sider .

the basic principles of audience analysis when planning's speech (i.e

demographics, the audience's needs and interest, the need*to draw inferences'
fg.

from data, etc.). The more complex assessments of attitudes, amount of

knowledge, and _process analysis, among others are not considered with .this
rt

activity and assignment. Yet, the basic assessments that precede all others

are considered. 6rtbermore, a real concern is attended to with the activity
,

and assigAment; than being the concern' of not knowing what will be of.Interest

to.the Audience (class). Through further consultation w4th the instructor

or the activity suggested by Rossiter (1973), the beginning speech'student

reduces to some degree. the uncertainty associated with topfc.selection.

In-the. proce4s, the class will br-viewed as an authentic audience, no longi;r

having to be a captive:audience in an "Artificial context."

V
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Appendix

The following written assignment vas turned in tiy Kevin Crouch-7a

ueech student during the Spring 1985 semoster.at Ej4U- Clovis. I consider

Kevin's paper -to be a good model of the written assignment discussed earlier.

The paper doescontain some grammatical errors,%but overall-it is exemplary;-

.Audietrce.Amaysis Paper
by Kevin Crouch

The'topits that come to mind are many. .0ne area that couldibe covered

in. a speech that would relate.to this audience .is, "How tOkmanage your time

mbre effectively tO'heip you maintain a family and attend college." This-is

an area that could be of interest-to the class. Trying. to juggfe,time'so!

that all of the necess* things in life are completed is quite complicated.,

The class as a group do, have families and any knowledge on how to make mote

time for these activities could 'be of benefit to them. This'toPic

have rel. value to this audience.

Another area that would relate to

.

udience s, "Children in the

'home." The data that we collected shOw that the class c tains many'ChiJdren .

still living in the Home. This area ?as many possibilities ^d the depth of

coverage could vary greatly:'
,

The area of sports wasianother common subject, that showed up in the data
4s .

A

This area of. interest could be caused/b)rthe trend in,the nation's concern
.

.

.
.

:of health and fitness. This-topic is.very broad 'and much,Olgught would need

tobe'given to the exact messiap to b

the whole family coula'be,considered,

The world's state of war is a t

imparted by the speech. Health and

pi o, concern to many. This topic is

ever present in the news andOn our minds. The class showed much concern



u

about this issue. To prepare a speech pp- this topic would, bei difficult Apd :.a

further evaluation-of the audience's needs would be il4cespary to prlAsent a

mare,conase topic. However, this is a major coritern for Most of the class

and the possibilities, need to be explored.

Adspeech concerned. with an aspect of military life is an area that could

be of value t9 this audience. The majority.ofAhe students' are attached to

the military directly or by .marriage. This area would take a lot of research

for me to cover I don't.know much about its. function. This would be.of

Jinterest to me because of the lack of knowledge in this area. It would
.

introduce me tO a, new subject and perhaps at the same time give new a

different perspective to the audience-because of a third party's look at

theirdife.

*
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